28, Alma Road, Eccles, ME20 7HN
£242,500

About this property.....

Situation.....

This lovely bay fronted cottage is nicely set back from the road, behind iron railings and has the added
bonus of parking to the rear for two cars. All the chimney breasts are still present so there is scope to
install a log burning or period fireplace in either of the reception rooms. The kitchen is a good length and
has the potential to extend to the side (subject to the usual consents) and the ground floor bathroom is off
the kitchen and has a white suite. Upstairs there are two double bedrooms, one with a cupboard over the
stairs. This light and airy property is offered with no onward chain, has double glazing and gas central
heating and is neutrally decorated throughout. We don't expect this house to stick around for long so
please contact us early to avoid disappointment.

If you like Countryside walks then we feel Eccles could be an ideal village for you. Enjoy the countryside as
you walk past Neolithic stones at Kits Coty or past the recently planted Chapel Down vineyards. At the
end of your walk stop in on the dog friendly village pub; The Red Bull! Just outside the village is The Friars;
an ancient religious house open to the public with a cafe, farmers market and peaceful gardens. If you
have little ones and like the idea of a small village school then St Marks primary school is ideally situated,
only has around 130 pupils and was rated Good in the latest Ofsted inspection. Local conveniences also
include a village shop with postal facilities and doctors surgery with dispensing chemist. For those who
need to commute, you have access to the M2 at the top of nearby Blue Bell Hill or the M20 at the
bottom. There are also buses to Rochester, Chatham and Maidstone if you want to venture back into the
hustle and bustle of town life!
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What the owner says.....
I have been living in the property since 2012. I enjoyed living here due to the
friendly neighbourhood who always had time to talk and were friendly as well as
helpful when needed.
The house itself served me in many moments of joy and coming back from work was always
something I could not wait for. It was all I needed to relax and when I wanted to
spend some time in nature I could always go in any direction to find tranquility
as the village is surrounded by many paths that can draw you to endless hours of
walks and fascinating points of view. The locals I met during my walks had plenty of
stories to tell as there is even a place nearby where Eccles Roman Villa is buried
which proves that it was loved for centuries.
I hope that the new owners will find what they're looking for and will enjoy living
here as much as I did.
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Agents Notes
Floor plans produced for illustrative purposes only. The position and sizes of doors, windows, rooms and other items are approximate and no responsibility is taken for any error, omission or mis-statement.
These particulars are produced for information only and do not form part of any contract. The agent has not had sight of any title documents. Fixtures, fittings and services not tested.
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